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JUNCTION EARNS DUAL HONORS IN HORIZON INTERACTIVE AWARDS 

ATLANTA, GA – May 23, 2012: Atlanta-based Junction Creative Solutions (Junction) was recognized as 

the recipient of two 2011 Horizon Interactive Awards for its work in two different categories: Consumer 

Information Websites and Integrated Marketing Campaigns.  

The Horizon Interactive Awards are an international awards competition acknowledging outstanding 

achievement among interactive media producers. The 2011 installment drew thousands of entries from 

top developers, designers, and online advertisers from all over the world, including 20 countries and 

more than 40 states. This marked the first year Junction had submitted entries representing its work for 

evaluation in the prestigious annual tradition.    

Junction’s submission included a sophisticated consumer web application with a custom advertising 

platform and an integrated online/offline marketing campaign.  Judged by a panel composed of industry 

peers and end users, Junction was honored for solution creativity and originality, technical merit, 

communication effectiveness, and overall design and user experience.  

“These awards are a testament to the dedication of our team and our commitment to providing our 

clients with world-class solutions,” commented Julie Gareleck, CEO & Managing Partner, Junction. “We 

are extremely proud of the quality of our work, and it is rewarding to receive this distinction as a leader 

in the interactive space. The awards validate our emphasis on how solid strategy informs impactful 

solutions for our clients.”  

For more information about Junction and its award-winning portfolio, visit www.junction-creative.com.  

 
 About Junction Creative Solutions 
Junction Creative Solutions (Junction) combines the intellectual capital of a consulting firm with the creative 
execution of an advertising agency to create effective and measurable strategies. The strategic solutions align with 
specific business goals and objectives, and provide consistency from strategic planning through execution. As a 
result, our clients are able to maximize opportunities to react, adapt, and thrive -- ultimately creating more 
sustainable and competitive businesses. Junction’s award winning portfolio boasts successful strategies and agency 
solutions for SMBs and Fortune 500 companies.  
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